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s1 Introduction
Coherent Doppler lidars CDLs are finding expanding ap-
plications in study of wind fields in the atmosphere. The
existing CDL systems1–9 enable measurements of the wind
speed and direction with high spatial resolution from both
the ground and the air. Some National Aeronautics and
Space Administration NASA and European Space Agency
ESA projects10,11 have considered the feasibility of using
CDLs to measure the wind speed and direction from space.
The data of lidar wind measurements can be used to
retrieve wind turbulence parameters, such as, for example,
the dissipation rate of the turbulent energy, the variance of
the wind velocity, the outer scale of turbulence, and the
vertical turbulent momentum flux. The first results of CDL
measurements of the wind turbulence parameters are pre-
sented in Refs. 12–14, and the results of the following ex-
periments on the investigation of turbulence and atmo-
spheric air flows with the use of CDLs can be found, in
particular, in Refs. 15–26.
At the same time, the accuracy of Doppler lidar mea-
surements of the wind and the wind turbulence parameters,
as well as selection of the optimal geometry of sensing and
the measurement time when planning lidar experiments
have not yet been thoroughly studied. Computer simulation
of the Doppler lidar operation in a turbulent atmosphere
opens wide possibilities for solution of these problems,
since it enables simulation of field experiments for given
atmospheric conditions. Actually, if we simulate the turbu-
lent field of the wind and the lidar return signal for certain
vertical profiles of mean wind and parameters of atmo-
spheric turbulence and properly process the model lidar
data, then we can always compare the obtained lidar esti-
mates of the wind speed and direction and the parametersc0091-3286/2005/$22.00 © 2005 SPIE
Optical Engineering 071205-1f wind turbulence with those preset when simulating the
ind field and thus determine the accuracy of lidar mea-
urements.
The fundamental contribution to the methods of simula-
ion of a CDL signal in a turbulent atmosphere and under-
tanding the effect of wind turbulence on the CDL perfor-
ance is found in Refs. 27–38. The accuracy of CDL radial
elocity estimates, based on simulation, is discussed in
efs. 29, 31, 32, 34, 35, 37, and 38. The feasibility and
ccuracy of retrieval of spatial velocity statistics from CDL
easurement data is considered both theoretically and ex-
erimentally in Refs. 17, 33, and 36.
This paper reviews the methods for computer simulation
f lidar systems developed at the Institute of Atmospheric
ptics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sci-
nces SB RAS Russia in cooperation with the DLR In-
titute of Atmospheric Physics Germany. These methods
nable estimating the accuracy of lidar measurements of
urbulent wind fields in the atmosphere based on the model
idar data. Academician V. E. Zuev, to whose memory this
pecial issue of Optical Engineering is dedicated was ini-
iator of that Russian-German cooperation and supported
his study during many years.
Section 2 presents the algorithms for simulating a return
ignal of the scanning continuous-wave cw CO2 CDL and
stimating the mean wind vector and wind turbulence pa-
ameters from the model lidar data. The accuracy of re-
rieval of the turbulence parameters from the simulated cw
O2 CDL velocity estimates is assessed for different num-
ers of scans.
Section 3 summarizes the results concerning the meth-
ds of retrieving vertical profiles of the mean wind velocity
nd direction based on the simulated data of a space-borne
canning pulsed CDL. The accuracy of wind profile re-
rieval is compared for two methods: 1 from an array of
ingle estimates of the radial velocity and 2 from the ac-
umulated Doppler spectra. The altitudes up to which the
July 2005/Vol. 447
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …wind speed and direction can be retrieved with acceptable
accuracy from measurements of a space-borne scanning
pulsed 2-m CDL are estimated.
In Sec. 4, based on the simulated pulsed CDL data, we
discuss the methods and algorithms for estimation of the
wind turbulence parameters from the spatial structure func-
tion of wind velocity for the cases of both short separations
between measurement points 2-m CDL and long ones
10.6-m CDL. The errors in estimating the turbulent pa-
rameters from the lidar data are determined as functions of
the signal storage time.
2 Prediction of the Accuracy of cw CDL
Measurement of Wind and Turbulence
Parameters in the Atmospheric Boundary
Layer
Let the cw CO2 Doppler lidar be placed in the plane z=0. A
laser beam with the Gaussian amplitude profile and effec-
tive radius a0 at the output from a transceiving telescope
propagates along the z axis of the Cartesian coordinates r
= z ,x ,y. It is focused at a distance R from the lidar. Ra-
diation backscattered by aerosol particles is collected by the
telescope and, together with a reference beam of the same
wavelength  as that of the sounding beam, is incident on a
photodetector. The valid component js of the current in a
photodetector circuit is described by the expression of the
complex form39–41
jst = B
l=1
ns
alE2rltexp2jk zlt , 1
where B=G e Qh−1PL / PT1/2, G is the gain, e is the
electronic charge, Q is the detector quantum efficiency, h
is the photon energy,  is the wavelength of the sensing
beam, PL is the power of the reference beam, PT is the
power of the sensing beam, ns is the number of aerosol
particles contributing to jst ,al is the backscattering ampli-
tude of the l ’ th particle located at time t at the point
rlt = rl0 + 
0
t
dtULrl0,t ,
where rl0 is a point of the initial location of the l ’ th par-
ticle, and UL= Uz
L
,Ux
L
,Uy
L is the vector of particle velocity
Lagrange wind velocity. The Lagrange velocity and the
velocity Ur , t= Uz ,Ux ,Uy at a fixed point Euler wind
velocity are related by the following equation:
ULrl0,t = Urlt,t .
The function
Er =
PT/1/2
a0gz
exp 	− 
1 + j k0a02R  22a02gz , 2
is the complex field amplitude of the sounding beam, gz
= 1−z /R+ jz / k0a02, k0=2 /, = x ,y is a 2-D vector
perpendicular to z axis, and j is the imaginary unit.
The initial radius of sounding beam a0 coincides with
the effective radius of a Gaussian beam a1 of complex am- b
Optical Engineering 071205-2litude E0,=exp −2 /2a1
2− jk02 /R a0a1, if
he radius of the aperture of tranceiving telescope at is
uch greater than a1. If the condition ata1 is violated,
hen we should take into account influence of the finitness
f the telescope aperture. This can be done easily for a
aussian approximation of the telescope amplitude coeffi-
ient. In this case, we have a0=a1 / 1+a1
2 /2at
21/2.
The characteristic temporal scales of fluctuations of pho-
ocurrent jst are less significant than the microscale of
emporal variations of the Lagrange wind velocity. This en-
bles us to use the approximation rlt=rl+ tUrl, where
lrl0, rl= zl ,l, in Eq. 1.
Assume that received signal jst is fed to a spectrum
nalyzer where it passes through a linear bandpass filter
ith narrow bandwidth f . Then a squared modulus of the
ignal as it passes through such a filter Jsf , t at its central
requency f is averaged over integration period t0 to obtain
he estimates of spectral power density Wˆ f , t. The expres-
ions for Jsf , t and Wˆ f , t are written as
sf ,t = f
−1/2f
1/2f
dtjst + t exp − 2j ft , 3
ˆ f ,t = 1
f
1
t0

t−t0
t
dtJsf ,t2. 4
s an estimate of Doppler velocity the following formula
an be used:
ˆ
Dt = Sˆ−1t/2
−	
	
df fWˆ f ,t , 5
here S= js2=B2
d3rEr4, the angle brackets indi-
ate ensemble averaging, 
=l
2c is the backscattering co-
fficient, c is the concentration of particles, and l
2 is a
ean section of the particle backscattering.
Figure 1 shows the geometry of conical scanning by a
aser beam in measurements with a cw Doppler lidar. The
Fig. 1 Geometry of lidar with conical scanning.eam is inclined to the horizontal plane x ,y by the angle
July 2005/Vol. 447
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …, and rotates around the vertical z axis with the angular
velocity 0. The azimuthal scanning angle at the time t is
denoted by  in the figure, that is, =0t. The sensed vol-
ume centered at the height hR sin  is formed by focus-
ing the beam at a distance R.
From a single measurement at the time moment t
= /0 we can estimate only the radial component of the
wind velocity vector Vrz ,, which is related to the wind
components Vr , t= Vz ,Vx ,Vy at a fixed point r at the
time t as
Vrz, = sVzs,/0 , 6
where z= r is the distance from the lidar to the observa-
tion point s= sin  , cos  cos  , cos  sin .
During the scanning, the Doppler power spectra of the
detected signal Wf ,mt0, where m=1, 2, 3,… is the spec-
trum number, are recorded successively with the time inter-
val t0 Eq. 4. One such spectrum is estimated through
averaging of individual unsmoothed spectra recorded for
the time ts=1/f , where f is the frequency resolution. To
decrease fluctuations of the estimated spectrum due to both
random variations of the field of the scattered wave and the
system noise, from hundred to thousand of such averagings
are usually used. For example, for f =20 kHz and the
number of averagings Na=1000 the time for recording of a
single spectrum is t0=Na /f =50 ms.
Taking into account the Doppler relation f = 2/V,
where V is the velocity resolution and  is the wave-
length, the Doppler spectrum can be presented in the form
WkV,m = WskV,m + WnkV,m , 7
where k=0, 1, 2, … is the number of the spectral channel,
and =0t0 is the resolution in the azimuthal angle. The
first term in Eq. 7 is the power spectrum fully averaged
over its fluctuations under the assumption that the distribu-
tion of the velocities of scattered particles in the sensed
volume are unchanged frozen turbulence. The second
term represents fluctuations of the estimated spectrum de-
termined by the SNR and the averaging time t0.
When the number of efficiently scattering particles
present in the sensed volume is rather great, the effect of
the second term in Eq. 7 on the estimated velocity can be
neglected. Taking into account that such a situation is rather
frequent for measurements in the boundary layer, in the
following we present the results corresponding to the case
that the estimated power spectrum of the signal coincides
with WskV ,m.
Based on the results of Ref. 41, the spectrum
WskV ,m can be written in the form
WskV,m =
r
V i=0
M−1
Qsri
sinc2	k − Vrri,m
V  , 8
where r is the resolution along the optical axis z,
Qsri= k0a021−z /R2+ ri2 / k0a02−1 is the
weighting function characterizing the contribution of each w
Optical Engineering 071205-3f M path layers with the length r to the normalized
ower of the signal ri=0
M−1Qsri=1; sincx
sinx /x, k=0,1 ,… ,MD−1; MD is the number of spectral
hannels, m=1,2 ,… ,Ms; and Ms is the number of the re-
orded spectra.
In accordance with Eq. 5, to estimate the velocity
Dm from the Doppler spectrum WskV ,m, we
an use the following equation:
Dm = Vkmax + 
k=−k1
k1
kWskmax + kV,m/Sˆ ,
9
here kmax is the number of the spectral channel corre-
ponding to the peak in the spectral distribution; Vkmax
k1 ,Vkmax+k1 is the range of velocities, within which
he value of VD is estimated; and Sˆ =k=−k1
k1 Wskmax
kV ,m. It is obvious that the index k1 introduced
ere must satisfy the following conditions:
1  kmax,
max + k1  MD − 1.
n substitution of Eq. 8 into Eq. 9, we pass on from
ummation over k to integration with respect to the velocity
Vk→V on the assumption that the chosen step r of
ivision along the optical axis z satisfies the conditions
rz, where z=  /2R /a02 is the effective longitu-
inal size of the sensed volume,42 and Mr2R, we ob-
ain
Dm = r 
i=0
M−1
QsriVrri,m
= 
0
	
dzQszVrz,m . 10
hus, the lidar estimate of the velocity Eq. 9 is the ra-
ial component of the wind velocity averaged over the
ensed volume.
.1 Simulation Algorithm
ccording to Eq. 8, to obtain Doppler spectra at different
zimuthal angles =m, it is necessary to simulate ran-
om realizations of the radial velocity Vrz ,, which is
elated to the three components of the wind vector Vr , t
y Eq. 6. Simulation of the 3-D random field for three
elocity components with the required spatial resolution is
mpossible on ordinary up-to-date computers because of the
imited memory and speed. Therefore, a simplified algo-
ithm was used for simulation of the radial wind velocity.
Represent Vrri ,m, with allowance for Eq. 10, in
he form43
rri,m = VDm + Vrri , 11here
July 2005/Vol. 447
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …Vrri = V˜ rRm + ri − r 
i=0
M−1
QsriV˜ rRm + ri ,
12
V˜ r=Vr− Vr are fluctuations of the radial wind velocity,
Rm=rNm, Nm= 2R cos  sin1/2m−1 /r. Fluctua-
tions of the velocity VD are largely determined by turbulent
eddies with the size lz, while Vr is determined by the
small-scale turbulence lz. This enables us to consider
the random processes VD and V˜ r as independent and to
simulate them separately. As follows from Eq. 12, based
on the assumption of statistical homogeneity and isotropy
of the atmospheric turbulence, we have gone from 2-D
simulation of small scale fluctuations of radial velocity to
1-D realization of V˜ r. Displacement of the focusing point
Rm along the scan circle in dependence on the azimuth
angle  in 2–D horizontal plane we have simulated by the
displacement of Rm on corresponding distance r Nm along
a 1-D realization of radial velocity.
The simulation of the random realizations of the radial
velocity V˜ rir was performed in the spectral domain.32
The components of the spectrum of the unit complex
Gaussian white noise are multiplied by the coefficients
satisfying the spectral density of turbulent fluctuations of
wind velocity in the atmosphere:
Sr = 
−	
	
drV˜ rR + rV˜ rRexp− 2jr . 13
Then the inverse Fourier transform is applied. The von Kar-
man model is used44 as the spectrum Sr:
Sr = 2V
2LV/1 + 8.43LV25/6. 14
Here LV is the integral correlation scale of wind velocity
outer scale of turbulence. At the high frequencies LV
1, the spectral density Sr should transform into the
Kolmogorov-Obukhov spectrum45
Sr = 0.0375Ck2/3−5/3, 15
where Ck2 is the Kolmogorov constant, and  is the dis-
sipation rate of the turbulent energy. Hence we can find that
the parameters , V
2
, and LV should be related as
 =
1.887
Ck
3/2
V
3
LV
. 16
The random process VDm was simulated in the
space of the azimuthal angles  based on the correlation
function BDm ,l= V˜DmV˜Dl, where V˜D=VD− VD,
derived on the assumption of the stationary, horizontally
homogeneous, and isotropic wind velocity field and frozen
45turbulent inhomogeneities : l
Optical Engineering 071205-4Dm,l = 
0

	
dzdzQszQsz
i=1
3

k=1
3
SimSkl
 BikzSm − zSl + Vm − l/0 ,
17
here S1=sin ; S2=cos  cos ; S3=cos  sin ; and
ikr= V˜ ir1+rV˜ kr1 is the spatial correlation tensor of
ind velocity fluctuations V˜ 1V˜ z, V˜ 2V˜ x, V˜ 3V˜ y. In the
ase of the isotropic solenoidal wind velocity field, for
ikr we have
46
ikr = BVrik +
r
2
dBVr
dr 
ik − rirkr2  , 18
here BVr is the longitudinal correlation function of the
ind velocity, r= r, and ik is the Kronecker delta. The
orrelation function BVr was calculated numerically
Vr =
1
2  d Sr exp2jr ,
ith Sr specified by Eq. 14.
Random realizations of VDm were simulated by the
ethod of linear transformation47
Dm = VDm + 
m=1
m
ammm, 19
here the elements of the matrix amm are related to the
lements of the correlation matrix BDm , l as
Dm,l = 
m=1
m
ammalm, 20
m is a pseudorandom number distributed by the normal
aw with zero mean and unit variance, and mm=mm.
.2 Simulation Results
hen simulating the Doppler spectra, we specified the fol-
owing lidar parameters: wavelength =10.6 m and ini-
ial radius of the sensing beam a0=7.5 cm. Figure 2 shows
he examples of simulation of the Doppler spectra WsV at
Vr=10 m/s and different values of R, V, and LV. We can
ee that an increase of R or V, as well as the decrease of
V leads to broadening of the spectrum. The dashed lines
how the estimates of the velocity obtained using Eq. 9.
he greater the asymmetry in the spectral distribution, the
arger the deviation of this estimate from Vkmax.
After obtaining the velocity estimates at different azi-
uthal angles for one complete scanning cycle, the ob-
ained values were fitted, in accordance with Eq. 6, by the
east-squares method to the dependence
July 2005/Vol. 447
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …Vˆ rm = sin  Vˆ z + cos cosmVˆ x + sinmVˆ y ,
21
from where the three components of the wind vector Vˆ
= Vˆ z ,Vˆ x ,Vˆ y were estimated.
The simulation was carried out for the case when one
complete turn of the beam around the vertical axis takes
Fig. 2 Examples of simulation of Doppler spe
=100, and R=100 m; b V=1.5 m/s, LV=1
=50 m; d V=1 m/s, LV=100, and R=500 m
=1 m/s, LV=300, and R=200 m.T=7 s and the integration time of Doppler spectrum t0
Optical Engineering 071205-550 ms. Then the number of the simulated spectra is Nsp
T / t0=140, and the resolution in the azimuthal angle is
=0t0=2t0 /T2.57 deg. The spectra WsV, whose
eaks fell within the range Vkmax1 m/s, where rejected,
nd therefore the number of the obtained velocity estimates
as NVNsp. It is obvious that the lower the mean wind
elocity or the larger the angle , the smaller NV. Figure 3
epicts the example of the dependence V m obtained
sV at Vr=10 m/s and a V=0.5 m/s, LV
d R=100 m; c V=1 m/s, LV=100, and R
V=1 m/s, LV=30, and R=200 m; and f Vctra W
00, an
; e D
July 2005/Vol. 447
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …from simulated Doppler spectra. The dashed curve shows
the dependence Vˆ rm, while the solid curve stands for
Vˆ rm. The components of the vectors V and Vˆ  are
listed as well.
The data of numerical simulation for the different num-
ber of scans at the certain altitude h were then used to
determine the dissipation rate of turbulent energy , the
variance of the wind velocity V
2
, and the outer scale of
turbulence LV. The methods for determination of these pa-
rameters from the data of measurements with a cw Doppler
lidar are described elsewhere.15,42,48,49 Here, we only note
that  is estimated from the spatial structure function of
Doppler estimates of wind velocity obtained under different
azimuth angles
Dm − n = V˜Dm − V˜Dn2 , 22
where V˜Dm=VDm−Vˆ rm. To obtain the infor-
mation concerning V
2
, it is necessary to additionally know
the mean width of the Doppler spectra and the variance of
deviations of an individual estimate of the wind velocity
over one scan from that averaged over all scans. The outer
Fig. 3 Examples of estimations of VDm dots and Vrm
dashed curve from model Doppler spectra; the solid curve is
Vˆ rm.
Table 1 Values of mean wind velocity, turbulen
outer scale of turbulence.
h m Um/s
1 50 6.90
2 100 7.77
3 200 8.63
4 300 9.14
5 400 9.50
6 500 9.78Optical Engineering 071205-6cale of turbulence LV is calculated from the obtained esti-
ates of  and V by Eq. 16.
In atmospheric measurements with the cw Doppler lidar
o retrieve the vertical profiles of turbulence,15 we usually
erform one or several no more than three continuous
omplete scans successively for each chosen altitude the
ltitude was set by varying R or , h=R sin . Then the
rocedure was repeated many times with the certain time
nterval Tm2 to 5 min. The time Tm is enough for the
urbulence to change significantly, and the obtained esti-
ates of the turbulent parameters can be believed to be
tatistically independent. By analogy with the field experi-
ent, for the fixed altitudes hi, where i=1, 2,…,6, we simu-
ated independent arrays of the Doppler spectra. The angle
=30 deg was kept the same for all the altitudes. Each of
he arrays corresponded to the set of the spectra obtained
uring individual complete scan.
The parameters to be retrieved were the vertical profiles
f the mean wind velocity Uh, the dissipation rate of
urbulent energy h, the variance of the wind velocity
V
2h, and the outer scale of turbulence LVh calculated in
ccordance with the models50 see Table 1.
Figure 4 exemplifies the vertical profiles of the dissipa-
y dissipation rate, wind velocity variance, and
m/s LV m m2/s3
.23 133 0.018
.20 200 0.011
.15 266 0.0077
.11 300 0.0060
.07 320 0.0050
.02 333 0.0043
ig. 4 Examples of retrieval of the vertical profiles of the turbulent
nergy dissipation rate from the model data for five scans dots,
onnected by lines. The preset profile of the dissipation rate h is
hown by the bold curve.t energ
V
1
1
1
1
1
1July 2005/Vol. 447
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …tion rate of turbulent energy as retrieved from the data of
numerical simulation with five scans at every level hi. The
bold curve is the profile hi presented in Table 1. We can
see that the estimates of the dissipation rate ˆhi are con-
centrated near the initial profile hi, that is, a pronounced
regular shift of the estimates ˆhi is absent. The bias of the
dissipation rate estimate s= ˆ− we calculated using N
1000 independent estimates ˆ obtained from the data of
numerical simulation, where N is the number of scans.
From the obtained results, it follows that for the lowest
height level, the relative bias s / is negligible, less than
0.8%. The bias s / varies nonregularly with height, taking
values between 2 and 5% for the height range from 100 to
500 m.
To calculate the relative error in estimation of the dissi-
pation rate of turbulent energy = ˆ−21/2 /, we
used the same N1000 independent estimates ˆ for each
height level, which were used in the calculations of s.
Figure 5a shows the dependence of the relative error 
on the number of scans for the altitudes hi presented in
Table 1. We can see that the values of  for different
altitudes differ insignificantly, and with an increase of N
the amount of processed data they decrease down to the
level 18% for N=10.
Figure 5b shows the calculated relative error in estima-
tion of the variance of wind velocity V2 = ˆV
2
−V
221/2 /V
2
. The curves are numbered in accordance
with the numbers of the sensing altitudes hi in Table 1. In
contrast to , the values of the error V2 turn out to be
different at different altitudes. The lower the altitude hi, the
greater the relative error in estimation of the variance of
wind velocity. Such a behavior of V2 is quite understand-
able if we take into account the fact that one of the terms in
the equation for estimation of the variance ˆV
2 is the mean
square of the width of the Doppler spectrum.15 The higher
the altitude h at the fixed angle , the larger the longitudi-
nal size of the sensed volume z and, consequently, the
larger are turbulent vortices contributing to broadening of
the Doppler spectrum, so that this spectrum becomes more
informative with respect to random variations of the wind
velocity in the sensed volume compare Figs. 2c and
2d. From Fig. 5b it follows that the value of V2 ranges
within 17 to 25% for the number of scans N=10.
The values of ˆV and ˆ enable us to estimate the outer
scale of turbulence LV by Eq. 16. Figure 5c depicts the
relative error of estimation of the outer scale of turbulence
LV = L
ˆ
V−LV21/2 /LV at different altitudes hi. The
curves are numbered in accordance with Fig. 5b. It is
obvious that the error of the estimate Lˆ V is caused by ran-
dom variations of ˆV and ˆ. Therefore, the error LV ex-
ceeds the corresponding values of  and V2. For N=10,
the value of LV ranges within 20 to 40%.
The relative biases of the estimates of V
2 and LV for
different heights lie in the range between 0.7 and 4.3% and
1.5 and 6.2%, correspondingly. w
Optical Engineering 071205-7Retrieval of Vertical Wind Profiles from
Measurements with a Space-Borne Scanning
Pulsed CDL
he current js of a pulsed CDL at the time t can be pre-
ented in the form27,28,51
jst = Reyt , 23
ig. 5 Relative error in estimation of a the dissipation rate of tur-
ulent energy, b variance of the wind velocity, and c outer scale
f turbulence as a function of the number of scans. The curves are
umbered in accordance with the heights presented in Table 1.here
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …yt = 2
eQ
h
KR
R
PL
1/2
l=1
ns
PT
1/2t − 2zl/cl
Qlexp2jkzl + 2j	f − 2

Vrzlt ,
Ql = R
−	
	
d2WAL
*
−	
	
d2ATW
 Gl,R;,0Gl,R;,0 ,
where R=ct /2 is the distance to the sensed volume; c is the
speed of light; KR=exp−0Rdzaz; a is the extinc-
tion coefficient of laser radiation in the atmosphere; AL
=EL / PL
1/2 and AT=ET , t / PT
1/2t are normalized
amplitudes of the local oscillator and sensing pulses PTt
=
−	
	 d2ET , t2 and PL=
−	
	 d2EL2; UP
=
−	
	 dt PTt is energy of the sensing pulse; W is the
pupil function of the transceiving telescope; G is the
Green’s function of the parabolic equations describing op-
tical wave propagation to the sensed volume and return,52
f is the intermediate frequency; and Vrz is the radial
component of the wind velocity at the distance z from the
lidar. The rest parameters are described in Eqs. 1 and 2.
Pulsed CDLs widely employ laser sources of two types:
solid-state lasers operating at the wavelength of 2 m and
CO2 lasers operating at the wavelength 10.6 m. In the
first case, the sensing pulse is well described by the Gauss-
ian distribution
PTt = UP/exp− t2/2 , 24
where = tp is the pulse duration determined by the equa-
tion PTtP / PT0=e−1. In the second case, it is specified in
the form shown in Fig. 6a. This form is the result of
averaging of a series of pulses generated8,9 by the WIND
CO2 CDL during the experiments.
For the mean power of the valid component of the pho-
tocurrent S= 1/2yty*t from Eq. 23 we have27
S = 2eQ/h2PSPLH, 25
where PS=AR
RK2RcUP / 2R2 is the power of the re-
ceived signal in the case of incoherent detection, AR
	 2 2
Fig. 6 a Shape of the WIND lidar pulse as a r
of a pulse of the CO2 laser employed in the WI=
−	d W  is the aperture area of the transceiving tele- B
Optical Engineering 071205-8cope, and H=AR
−1
−	
	 d2lQl2 is the heterodyning effi-
iency. Along with the component yt, the lidar return con-
ains the noise component nt. For a Doppler lidar
perating under ideal conditions when the main source of
oise is the local oscillator shot noise described by the
oisson statistics and there is no atmospheric refractive tur-
ulence, for the mean power of noise N= n2, we have53
= 2 e2QPLB/h , 26
here B is the detector bandwidth. Then the equation for
he signal-to-noise ratio SNR=S/N can be written as
NR =
QHPS
hB
. 27
he SNR value is the mean number of photoelectrons
etected29 coherently for the time B−1.
Doppler lidar data is well approximated29 as a zero-
ean complex Gaussian random vector Z with elements
mTS =
1
2yt + mTS + nmTS , 28
here TS=B−1 is the time of reading the complex signal,
=0 ,1 ,… ,M −1, and MTs defines the total observation
ime per Doppler frequency estimate. The signal ZmTS
atisfies the following equations: ZmTS=ZmTSZlTS
0 and ZmTSZ*lTS=SKymTS , lTS+Nml, where Ky is
he correlation coefficient of the complex value of the sig-
al valid component obtained through averaging of the
roduct yt+mTSy*t+ lTS over all fluctuating parameters
n Eq. 23, except for the wind velocity; and ml is the
ronecker delta ml,m=l=1, ml,ml=0.
The Doppler frequency fD can be selected from the mea-
ured series ZmTS only within the Nyquist interval
0 ,1 /TS. Having passed on from ZmTS to ZmTS
exp−2jfmTS /N and assumed f =1/ 2TS with al-
owance for the Doppler relation VDR=  /2fD, we ob-
ain that the estimate of the radial wind velocity VDR falls
ithin the interval − / 4TS , / 4TS. Then from Eqs.
23–28 for the correlation function of the complex signal
*
f averaging over 5500 pulses and b example
r system.esult ozmTS , lTS=ZmTSZ lTS we have the equation
July 2005/Vol. 447
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2
cUP

−	
	
dzPT
1/2mTS − 2z/cPT
1/2lTS
− 2z/cexp	 j4

l − mTSVrR + z + ml.
29
One of the methods to obtain the Doppler estimate of the
radial velocity VD is the argument correlation function
ACF method,32 in which VD is estimated by the argument
of the correlation function
VDR =  argBˆ zTs/4Ts , 30
where Bˆ zTs= 1/M −1i=0
M−2ZiTsZ*i+1Ts is the unbi-
ased estimate of the correlation function of the signal Eq.
29 with the time shift TS.
Numerical simulation of pulsed CDL signal ZmTS is
carried out in the following way.15,32,51 The area occupied
in space by the pulse PTt along the direction of propaga-
tion is divided into nL layers, and the signal recorded at the
time mTS is a sum of the contributions from all these layers
and noise:
ZmTS =  SNR2
k=0
nL
PTpk
1/2

k=0
nL
ak + mPT
1/2pk
exp− j4

mTSVrpk + m + 12nm, 31
where p is the layer thickness, ak and nm are indepen-
dent complex random numbers with the real and imaginary
parts distributed by the Gaussian law with zero mean and
unit variance, and Vr are real random values of wind veloc-
ity. The number of layers nL and layer thickness p should
provide reproducing pulse volume with good resolution.32
The spectral method of simulation of Vrpk is described
in Sec. 2.1.
The accuracy of CDL velocity estimates for a space-
based platform is studied in Refs. 34 and 35. There the
effectiveness of accumulating the lidar signal over multiple
lidar shots is considered to estimate the radial velocity av-
eraged over measurement cell. Both the random variability
of the wind field and aerosol backscatter as well as wind
shear are included in the analysis in Ref. 34. Here, we
discuss the algorithm for determining the horizontal wind
velocity from space-borne scanning CDL signal directly
without preliminary estimation of the radial velocity.
The algorithm for retrieval of the wind speed and direc-
tion from measurements with a space-borne scanning CDL
is analyzed based on simulation with the virtual Doppler
lidar instrument information–expert computer system.54
The virtual instrument system consists of several modules
and enables simulation of the return of a space- or airborne
scanning Doppler lidar. The first module contains the initial
information about the lidar parameters, sensing geometry,
and the atmosphere. The system uses the real data of the
German Weather Service GWS on the global distribution
of atmospheric parameters for the period of January 19 to f
Optical Engineering 071205-90, 1998, which enables us to study the capabilities of lidar
ind sensing in the atmosphere under conditions that are
aximally close to real conditions. The second module
erves to simulate the lidar sensing process. It outputs real-
zations of the photocurrent arising in the lidar receiving
ircuit. The third module processes the simulated data to
etrieve the vertical profiles of the radial wind component
ith a preset height resolution. Then the calculated vertical
rofiles of the wind speed and direction are accumulated in
he output module and can be compared with the initial
WS wind data. The results of such a comparison enable
s to judge the efficiency of lidar measurements of wind
elds.
.1 Simulation of the Turbulent Wind Field in the
Troposphere
n the atmospheric module of the virtual instrument system,
he GWS data on the atmospheric parameters all over the
lobe are set on the grid with the spatial resolution of
.125 deg longitude1.121 deg latitude. For simulation of
he wind turbulence, the data on the zonal Vzzi and me-
idional Vmzi components of the mean wind velocity in
eters per second, temperature Tzi in kelvins, and the
urbulent viscosity Kmzi and turbulent heat exchange
hzi coefficients in square meters per second are used.
ere zi is the altitude from 0 to 30 km, for which the values
f the meteorological parameters are specified, i=1, 2, …,
0.
We assume that random wind fields are isotropic with
he parameters depending on the height. This assumption is
ased on the numerous experimental data,44 where the Kar-
an model is used in analysis of the tropospheric wind
patial statistics under a condition of neutral thermal strati-
cation. Based of this assumption, the procedure of simu-
ation of random realizations of the radial velocity is di-
ided into two stages:
1. calculation of the vertical profiles of the variance of
wind velocity fluctuations V
2z and the integral scale
of turbulence LVz from the GWS data
2. simulation of random realizations of the 2-D wind
field in the plane of propagation of the sensing pulse
with the use of the von Karman model of the spatial
spectrum of turbulence inhomogeneities
In the atmospheric surface layer, the parameters V and
V are calculated using the equation of balance of turbulent
nergy. In this case, in accordance with the turbulent kinetic
nergy TKE parameterization of the boundary layer,55,56
or the dissipation rate of turbulent energy at the altitude zi
e have
zi = Kmzi	dVzdz zi2 + 	dVmdz zi2
−
g
zi
Khzi
d
dz
zi , 32
here zi is the potential temperature calculated from
zi through the adiabatic gradient,57 g m2/s is the free-
all acceleration. According to theory of turbulence see, for
July 2005/Vol. 447
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …example, Refs. 44–46 and 58, the turbulent energy can be
calculated by the following equation:
Ezi = CEziKmzi1/2, 33
where CE=5.73 is an empirical constant. Whence, by the
equation
Vzi = CVEzi1/2, 34
where CV=1.04, the variance standard deviation of fluc-
tuations of the longitudinal wind velocity component Vzi
was calculated. The values of LVzi were determined from
calculated zi and Vzi by Eq. 16.
In the surface layer, the turbulent energy E and V is
known to vary insignificantly with height, while the outer
scale increases proportionally to the height. Therefore, for
the surface layer the following approximate equations were
used to estimate the sought parameters:
s = 	1
n

i=1
n
V
2zi1/2 35
and
Ls = Csz , 36
where Cs= 1/ni=1
n LVzi /zi, s
2 is the variance, and Ls is
the correlation scale for the surface layer zi 0,hs, and hs
is the height of the surface layer. To estimate s and Ls, we
used the GWS data for the three lowest height levels.
Friction, which significantly influences airflow near the
earth’s surface, weakens with the increase of the height in
the boundary layer and for the heights zhB, where hB is
the height of the atmospheric boundary layer, friction can
be neglected. In the free atmosphere at the heights zhB,
the turbulent energy is generated by other sources, and, as
was shown by the experimental data,44 the turbulence in-
tensity Vz /Uz, where Uz= Vz
2z+Vm
2 z1/2, is about
0.05 for wind velocity fluctuations with the spatial scales
not exceeding 10 km. The parametric fitting of the mea-
sured spatial spectra of the turbulent wind field to the von
Karman model Eq. 14 yields the estimate of 500 m for
the integral correlation scale of velocity in the free
atmosphere.44 Based on these data, for estimation of the
vertical profiles of V
2 and LV we used the following simple
model:
V
2z = s
2exp− 2z/hB +  f
21 − exp− 2z/hB , 37
LVz =
Csz
1 + Csz/Lf
, 38
where  f
2
= Uz2 is the variance; Lf is the integral cor-
relation scale of wind velocity in the free atmosphere, 
=0.05, and Lf =500 m. The height of the boundary layer hB
depends on the thermal stratification in the atmosphere and
was estimated based on the GWS data.
To simulate random realizations of the radial velocity,
we used the spectral method see Sec. 2.1, Eq. 13. As
used in simulation the 1-D spatial spectra of the longitudi- c
Optical Engineering 071205-1al Suz ,z and lateral Suz ,x components of the wind
elocity and the 2-D spatial spectrum Suz ,z ,x, accord-
ng to the von Karman model Eq. 14 are written as
uz,z =
2V
2zLVz
1 + 8.43LVzz25/6
, 39
uz,x =
V
2zLVz
1 + 8.43LVzx25/6
1 + 53 8.43LVzx21 + 8.43LVzx2 , 40
uz,z,x =
1
6
V
2z8.43LVz2
1 + 8.43LVz2z
2 + x
24/3
1 + 83 8.43LVzx21 + 8.43LVz2z2 + x2 , 41
here the parameters V
2z and LVz are calculated by
qs. 37 and 38.
The vertically along the z axis inhomogeneous random
ind field V˜ z was simulated by the following scheme.
irst, the array of the values V˜ 0zk, where zk=z0+zk, k
0,1 ,2 ,… ,Nz, was simulated for the constant values of
V
2z=V0
2 and LVz=LV0. Then the obtained array was
orrected:
zk = Vzk/V0V
˜
0zˆk ,
here
k = z0 + zk
LVzk
LV0
,
V0 =Vz0, LV0 =LVz0, and z0 is the initial height.
.2 Simulation of Retrieval of Wind Profiles from the
Array of Estimates of the Radial Velocity
igure 7 depicts the schematic layout of sensing by a scan-
ing Doppler lidar installed on a satellite. The arrow indi-
ates the satellite direction. The dots show the distribution
f single sensing pulses in the horizontal plane. The size of
he grid cells corresponds to the latitude and longitude reso-
ution of the GWS data. The information about the vertical
rofiles of the wind speed and direction is retrieved from
ensing pulses falling within one such cell using the rela-
ion between the radial velocities, propagation directions
nadir, azimuthal scanning angle, and the wind velocity
ector two horizontal components; the vertical one is as-
umed zero on the assumption that the wind is homoge-
eous within the cell at the chosen height.
In numerical simulation, we set the following param-
ters: satellite height of 400 km; nadir of 35 deg; one com-
lete scan for 10 s, pulse repetition frequency of sensing
ulses of 10 s−1, pulse duration of 0.1 s, pulse energy of
.5 J, wavelength of 2.02184 m, telescope diameter of 70
m, data readout rate of 200 MHz, bandwidth of 50 MHz
July 2005/Vol. 4470
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …for the processed data, vertical resolution of 1258 m,
and horizontal resolution of 1.125 deg longitude
1.121 deg latitude.
Figure 8 shows examples of the vertical profiles of wind
speed and direction as retrieved from the model lidar data
with and without regard for noise. The wind speed and
direction were calculated from the estimates of the radial
wind velocity for the sensing pulses falling within the se-
lected cell of the GWS data. The radial velocity was esti-
mated from the peak position in the spectral distribution of
the power spectra of model lidar data. The dashed curves
show the GWS data. We can see that in the absence of
noise, the wind velocity is retrieved with high accuracy.
However, in the presence of noise, because of the low SNR,
the valid component of the spectrum is lost in noise peaks,
and the error in retrieval of the wind velocity is very high.
At the low SNR, it is quite probable that a noise peak
exceeds the peak of the Doppler spectrum, which leads to
an incorrect estimation of the frequency assigned to the
Fig. 7 Geometry of sensing with a space-borne scanning Doppler
lidar.
Fig. 8 Examples of the vertical profiles of a
model lidar data with squares and without c
dashed curves.
Optical Engineering 071205-1adial wind velocity. The obtained false estimate of the
oppler frequency has a uniform distribution in the 50-
Hz band, or, with allowance for the Doppler relation V
 /2f , in the velocity range of ±50 m/s approximately.
A possible way to obtain the correct estimation of the
adial wind velocity under the condition of a low SNR is to
ccumulate spectra recorded for single shots, which should
esult in smoothing of the noise peaks and amplification of
he signal peak.
.3 Simulation of Retrieval of Vertical Wind Profiles
from Accumulated Spectra
et the space-borne scanning coherent lidar provides us
ith the noised data approximated by the complex signal
i ,mTs to be further processed to retrieve the informa-
ion about the wind. Here i is the azimuthal scanning
ngle, and i is the number of a sensing pulse. Since the
andwidth B=50 MHz, Ts=1/ 2B=10 ns. To estimate the
adial velocity at some fixed height, let us sample M values
f the recorded signal vertical resolution.
Using a fast Fourier transform FFT, we find the power
pectra:

i, kMTs = TsM m=0
M−1
Zi,mTsexp− 2jkm/M2,
42
here k=0,1 ,… ,M −1. The frequency resolution here is
etermined by f =1/ MTs. With allowance for the Dop-
ler relation, the velocity resolution V=  /2f for M
1024, =2 m, and Ts=10 ns is roughly 0.1 m/s.
Assume that n single sensing pulses i=1,2 ,… ,n fall
ithin a cell of the horizontal GWS grid. If scanning is
bsent, then the procedure of data accumulation consists of
imple summation of the spectra in the corresponding chan-
els numbers of the spectral channels k=0,1 ,… ,M −1.
s a result, at the quite good averaging with the application
elocity and b direction as retrieved from the
 regard for noise. GWS data are shown bywind v
rossesJuly 2005/Vol. 4471
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …of moving smoothing, the radial velocity can be estimated
from the total spectrum with acceptable accuracy.
In our case of the scanning lidar, the radial wind velocity
Vr is a function of the angle i. On the assumption of the
horizontally homogeneous wind Vri is determined by the
equation
Vri = U cos  cosi − V , 43
where U and V are the velocity and the angle of direction
of a horizontal wind,  is the angle of elevation angle
between the axis of the sensing beam and the Earth’s sur-
face.
The wind parameters U and V can be found by omitting
the stage of estimation of the radial velocity from the data
of sensing by single pulses.59 With allowance for Eq. 43,
we can calculate the 2-D array of the function
FU,V = 
i=1
n

k=k−k
k+k
W
i, kMTs , 44
where
k = 	 U
V
cos  cosi − V , 45
U=Ul, V=Vm, l=1, 2, …, m=1, 2, …, U, and V
are the velocity and angular resolutions; the square brackets
in Eq. 45 denote the integer part of a number. Then the
wind velocity U and direction V are determined from the
position of the peak of the function FU ,V.
Thus, using Eq. 45, we estimate the wind velocity
from the rather well averaged data: from n sensing pulses
and from the spectral window of the width 2k
+1 / MTs. Numerical experiments have shown that at the
velocity resolution V0.1 m/s the value k=4 is opti-
mal in Eq. 44.
According to the data of Fig. 7, a maximum of 53 pulses
on the average, n26 fall within the cell. From the re-
sults of numerical simulation, it follows that this number of
pulses is enough to retrieve the wind profile up to the alti-
tudes 7 to 8 km. The analysis of the GWS data for the
wind at high altitudes has shown that for better averaging in
Eq. 44 we can use the lidar data obtained with sensing
pulses fallen within nine cells without fear of excessive
averaging of the wind over the large area 300300 km.
Figure 9 shows the examples of retrieval of the wind
speed and direction by the method of spectrum accumula-
tion in the cloudless and cloudy atmosphere along with the
GWS data. We can see that in a clear sky, the wind profiles
are retrieved with an acceptable accuracy up to the altitudes
18 to 20 km. In the presence of clouds, the retrieval error
is quite large in the layer below 8 km because of the
strong cloud extinction of the forward and backscattered
radiation.
Based on the obtained data concerning the retrieval of
the vertical wind profiles by the two methods—1 the
method in which first the estimates of the radial wind ve-
locity are obtained and then the wind speed and direction
are calculated from fitting of these estimates to the depen-
dence described by Eq. 43 let us call it the method of i
Optical Engineering 071205-1tting of radial velocities FRV and 2 the method of
AS described in this subsection—we calculated the abso-
ute errors for the wind speed U= UL−UW21/2 and di-
ection = L−W21/2, where UL and L are the lidar
stimates, and UW and W are the GWS data.
Figure 10 shows the part of the globe along the satellite
rack, for which the GWS data were used in numerical
imulation. The values of U and  were calculated using
46 retrieved vertical profiles of the wind velocity and di-
ection. We first calculated the errors U and  for indi-
idual wind profiles, and then obtained their values aver-
ged over the sensed area shown in Fig. 10. In the cross
ection of the satellite track, the size of the sensed area is
pproximately 600 km.
Figure 11 depicts the calculated altitude dependences of
rrors U and  in the cases of the FRV and VAS methods.
he data were obtained on the assumption of the clear sky
long the satellite track and with allowance for the cloud
istribution according to the GWS data for January 20,
998 in the sensed area. From comparison of Figs. 11a
nd 11b with 11c and 11d it follows that in the cloud-
ess atmosphere, the FRV method enables the profiles of the
ind speed and direction to be retrieved with an acceptable
ccuracy up to the maximal altitudes of 2 to 3 km, while
he use of the VAS method makes it possible to retrieve the
ind speed with the error 2 m/s and the direction with
he error 20 deg up to the altitudes 18 km. If clouds are
resent in the sensed area, then, as follows from Figs. 11e
nd 11f, the lidar retrieval of the wind is possible only in
he layer from 10 to 16 km.
Estimation of Turbulence Parameters from the
Spatial Structure Function of Wind Velocity
Measured by a Pulsed CDL
n Sec. 2.2 it was shown that parameters of small-scale
urbulence can be found from the spatial structure function
f fluctuations of the cw Doppler lidar estimate of radial
elocity measured under different azimuth angles Eq.
22. In the case of pulsed Doppler systems, this can be
one based on the spatial structure function of Doppler es-
imates of velocity at the points separated by distance r
long line of sight.
According to Ref. 51, the spatial structure function of
uctuations of the Doppler estimate of wind velocity
DR:
r = V˜DR + r − V˜DR2 , 46
an be presented in the form
r = Dar + Der , 47
here V˜DR=VDR− VDR=V˜aR+V˜ eR, Dar
V˜aR+r−V˜aR2 is the spatial structure function of
he radial wind velocity averaged over the sensed volume;
er= V˜ eR+r−V˜ eR2 is the structure function of the
rror in the estimated Doppler velocity due to fluctuations
f the scattered wave and noise, V˜a and V˜ e are30,32ndependent.
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …Fig. 9 Examples of retrieval of the a, c, and e wind velocity and b, d, and f direction by
variational accumulation of spectra VAS in the a to d a cloudless atmosphere and e and f in the
presence of clouds. Lidar data are shown by solid curves and GWS data by dashed curves.
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …For the radial wind velocity averaged over the sensed
volume, we can obtain51
VaR =
1
Up

−	
	
dtPTt
1


−/2
/2
dtVr	R + c2 t + t , 48
where =mTs. Hence for the structure function Dar, we
have
Dar = 2
−	
	
Sr1 − exp2jr
 2
c
2sin2
c2 

1
Up
2
−	
	
dt1
−	
	
dt2Pt1Pt2expjct1 − t2 .
49
Represent the structure function of the error of the esti-
mated Doppler velocity in the form
Der = 2e
2
− Ber , 50
where Ber= V˜ eR+rV˜ eR and e
2
=Be0 are the cor-
relation function and the variance of the error of the esti-
mated Doppler velocity, respectively.
If, following Refs. 32 and 51, we estimate the spatial
structure function of the wind velocity from neighboring
pulse shots:
Dpr = V˜D
1R + r − V˜D
2R , 51
where the superscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the veloc-
ity estimates from returns of two neighboring shots, then,
taking into account that Var ,Ve
1r, and V
e
2r are inde-
pendent, from Eq. 51 we have
Dpr = 2e
2 + Dar , 52
where 2e
2
=Dp0.
Excluding the variance of the error of the estimate from
Eq. 52, we obtain the estimate of the structure function of
the radial wind velocity averaged over the sensed volume:
Dˆ r = D r − 22. 53
Fig. 10 Part of the globe along the satellite track in frame for
which the GWS data were used in analysis of the errors of wind
retrieval.a p e =
Optical Engineering 071205-1.1 Wind Turbulence Parameter Estimation
.1.1 2-m CDL
he spatial statistics of the radial velocity estimates from
he simulated and measured 2-m CLD data is analyzed in
efs. 17 and 36 in detail for the Karman model of turbu-
ence and arbitrarily spaced observation points. In this part,
e are concerned with the results of estimation of the tur-
ulent kinetic energy dissipation rate from the simulated
oppler velocity spatial structure function with a small
eparation of observation points, when the Kolmogorov
pectrum is valid.
For 2-m pulsed CDLs, sensed volumes are not too
arge, as a rule, and their effective longitudinal dimension
z does not exceed the integral correlation scale of the
ind velocity. In this case, to estimate the wind turbulence
arameters and, in particular, the dissipation rate of the
urbulent energy from lidar measurements of the wind ve-
ocity, it is possible to use the relations for the statistical
haracteristics of velocity fluctuations in the atmosphere,
hich are valid in the inertial range of turbulence. Actually,
t small separations rLV in Eq. 49, Eq. 15 can be used
or Sr, so that the spatial structure function Dar2/3.
hen, based on Eq. 52, the dissipation rate ˆ can be esti-
ated by the least-squares method.
The corresponding system of equations has the form
0,


= 0,
0,



= 0, 54
here
0,
 = 
m=0
M
Dˆ Pmr − 2 − 
2Famr , 55
r=cTS /2 is the distance between adjacent velocity esti-
ates MrLV; Dˆ Pmr is the estimate of the function
f Eq. 52, =2ˆe, 
= ˆ1/3, and Famr
Damr /2/3 is the function described by Eqs. 15, 24,
nd 49. In this case, we should select the real nonzero at
20 and 
20 solutions of the system of Eqs. 54.
The modeling results at small values of SNR demon-
trate the impossibility to obtain ˆ estimate with an accept-
ble accuracy from the function Dˆ Pmr measured in real
ime without the use of special procedures of data process-
ng. The problem of a weak Doppler lidar signal regime is
iscussed in Ref. 31, 32, 60, and 61. In such a regime, we
ollow the procedure outlined in Ref. 32.
A simulation of the 2-m pulsed Doppler lidar data was
arried out for typical parameters =120 ns, M =16, and
S=20 ns =MTS=320 ns, c /2=z=48 m and different
NRs. The velocity Vr was simulated for the Karman
odel of spectrum Eq. 14 with r=1 m/s and LV
150 m. In such a case, according to Eq. 16, the dissipa-
ion rate of the turbulent energy is =4.4510−3 m2/s3.
he length LR of random realizations of the radial wind
elocity with zero mean Vr=0 was LR=2048p
614.4 m with p=0.3 m. For each shot, on the assump-
July 2005/Vol. 4474
Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …Fig. 11 Altitude dependence of the errors in estimation of the wind velocity U and direction  for the
a and b FRV and c to f VAS methods, where a to d were calculated under clear-sky conditions
and e and f were calculated with allowance for cloud distribution according to GWS data for January
20, 1998.
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …tion that the pulse occupies the distance LR during obser-
vation time, 64 values of the complex signal ZmTS were
simulated based on each random realization of the velocity
and then used for estimation of 49 values of the velocity VD
by the ACF method. Assuming that the shot repetition rate
is 10 Hz, we supposed that for the each subsequent shot the
interval LR shifted by 0.9 m with respect to the distribu-
tion of the random realization of wind along the sensing
path. For the outer scale of turbulence LV=150 m, on the
assumption of “frozen” turbulence, this corresponded to the
correlation time of the radial velocity roughly equal to 15 s.
One realization of the wind Vr of the length LR was used for
350 shots. For the results presented in the following, 1000
realizations of Vr were simulated. The total number of the
estimates of VD was 100035049=1.715107. In the
case of low SNR when the large number of “bad” velocity
estimates32 are present, to obtain statistically valid esti-
mates of the turbulent wind field parameters, an even
greater number of sampled data were required.
Figure 12 shows the results of calculation of the func-
tions Dr , DPr, and Dar through computer simulation
at SNR=100 signs and calculation of Dr and Dar by
Eq. 49 solid and dashed curves. Curves 1 and 2 corre-
spond to the calculated structure function of velocity mea-
sured by a point measurer for the Karman spectrum 14
solid curve and the Kolmogorov spectrum 15 dashed
curve. Curves 3 and 4 correspond to Dar calculated by
Eq. 49 with allowance for averaging over the sensed vol-
ume. From a comparison of curves 1 and 2 or 3 and 4 we
can see that for the data presented the length of the inertial
range of turbulence rin, where these curves must be close, it
is restricted to about 50 m, that is, it is comparable with the
longitudinal size of the sensed volume rinz. The dis-
crepancy between curves 1 and 3 illustrates the effect of
spatial averaging of the radial wind velocity over the
Fig. 12 Functions Dr , DPr, and Dar: 1 and 2 correspond to the
structure function Dr for the velocity measured by a point mea-
surer in the case of the Karman curve 1 and Kolmogorov curve 2
spectra; 3 and 4 are calculations of the structure function Dar by
Eq. 49 for the same models of the spectra, respectively; , ,
–results of simulation; −DPr; −Dar; −Dr.sensed volume. With an increase of r, the difference be- a
Optical Engineering 071205-1ween DPr and Dr vanishes, which is caused by the
ecreasing of correlation between the errors VeR+r and
eR:
eR = 2e
2
− Ber→
r→	
2e
2
.
From the obtained large array of VD values, we esti-
ated the function Dˆ Pmr with the number of shots var-
ed from 350 to 17,500. For the pulse repetition frequency
f 10 Hz, this corresponded to the averaging time T from
5 to 1750 s30 min. Then, using the values of ˆ found
y the algorithm of Eqs. 54 and 55 and the value 
4.4510−3 m2/s3 determined by the parameters r and
V Eq. 16 specified in simulation of random realizations
f the radial velocity Vr in accordance with the Karman
pectrum Eq. 14, we calculated the dependence of the
elative error in estimation of the dissipation rate = ˆ
21/2 / on the averaging time T. Figure 13 depicts the
ependence of  in percent on the averaging time T for
ifferent SNRs. It can be seen that with the increase of T
he error  decreases monotonically in the considered
ange of the averaging time and becomes lower than 20%
lready at 10-min averaging.
.1.2 CO2 CDL
n the case of pulsed CO2 CDLs, the spatial resolution of
ind measurements MTsc /2 is hundreds of meters, and
he scattering volume can be comparable to or greater than
he outer scale of turbulence. Due to the effect of the outer
cale, the spatial structure function of wind velocity mea-
ured by the pulsed CO2 CDL Dar, as a function of the
eparation distance r, differs from the dependence Dar
haracteristic for the inertial range.
Actually, it follows from Fig. 14 that the range of the
eparations r, at which the functions Dar calculated by
q. 49 for the Kolmogorov Eq. 15 and Karman Eq.
14 spectra of wind velocity fluctuations coincide, is neg-
igibly small. The calculations were performed for the time
ependence of the pulse amplitude PT
1/2t shown in Fig.
a and for the spatial resolution c /2= MTsc /2=300
ig. 13 Relative error in estimation of the dissipation rate of turbu-
ent energy as a function of the averaging time for SNR=1000
curve 1, 100 curve 2, 10 curve 3, 5 curve 4, and 1 curve 5.nd 768 m. Thus, the determination of the dissipation rate
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …of turbulent energy, as in the case of the 2-m lidar, from
the estimate of the spatial structure function of the wind
velocity at the separations rLV, turns out to be impossible
for the pulsed CO2 CDLs. In this case, we must take into
account the effect of the outer scale of turbulence.
The dissipation rate  can be found using Eq. 16, but
the direct determination of the parameters V
2 and LV from
the spatial structure function of the wind is also impossible
in this case, because, as follows from Eqs. 14 and 49, it
depends on the product V
2LV, and the same value of the
structure function can correspond to different combinations
of the values of these parameters. To avoid the uncertainty
in the parameters V
2 and LV, the following procedure is
used.
Equation 49 is used to calculate the family of the struc-
ture functions DaLVi ,V
2 ;r r varies from 0 to rmax for the
different values of the outer scale LVi. The value of the
variance V
2 in Eq. 49 can be arbitrary Vc
2 V
2
=const.
The choice of rmax is determined by the maximal separation
at which, in the experiment, it is still possible to obtain the
estimate of the structure function Eq. 53. The value of
rmax should be large enough for the structure function to
saturate at rmax, that is, to weakly depend on the separation.
This enables elimination of the parameter V
2 through nor-
malization of DaLVi ;Vc
2 ;r to DaLVi ;Vc
2 ;rmax:
DaLVi;r =
DaLVi;Vc
2 ;r
DaLVi;Vc
2 ;rmax
. 56
Figure 15 exemplifies the family of the normalized struc-
ture functions Eq. 56 calculated for different values of
LV. If the experimental estimate of the structure function
Dˆ ar Eq. 53 is normalized to Dˆ armax :Dˆ ar
= Dˆ ar / Dˆ armax, then we can use the parametric fitting
method and estimate the integral scale of wind velocity
ˆ
Fig. 14 Structure function DaR for the Kolmogorov and Karman
spectra of turbulence calculated for measurements of the wind ve-
locity with different spatial resolution. Curves 1 and 3 correspond to
the Kolmogorov spectrum; curves 2 and 4 correspond to the Kar-
man spectrum; M=200 curves 1 and 2 and 512 curves 3 and 4.fluctuations LV through minimization of the functional: 1
Optical Engineering 071205-1i
Dˆ ar − DaLVi,r
2
. 57
sing the estimated scale Lˆ V, we can estimate the variance
ˆ V
2:
ˆV
2
Vc
2 =
Dˆ armax
DaLVi,Vc
2
,rmax
. 58
he dissipation rate of turbulent energy ˆ is estimated from
he obtained estimates of the variance ˆV
2 and the scale Lˆ V
y Eq. 16.
The signal of the 10.6-m pulsed Doppler lidar was
imulated numerically using the real records of the CO2
aser pulses of the WIND system Fig. 6b for TS
10−8 s and different values of the SNR. Individual ran-
om realizations of the wind velocity were generated for
he case of the Karman spectrum Eq. 14 at V=1 m/s
nd LV=500 m. In this case, according to Eq. 16, the
issipation rate of turbulent energy was =1.33
10−3 m2/s3. The sample included 4096 values of the
ind velocity with the separation p=1.5 m between read-
ngs. For each shot, 2048 values were simulated, that is,
nly a half of the random velocity realization was used. The
ulse repetition frequency was taken as 10 Hz, and it was
ssumed that the wind realization shifted by 1.5 m for the
ach subsequent shot. Thus, one realization of the wind Vr
as used for simulation of 1024 shots.
From the signal series ZmTS, M =200 and M =512 val-
es were sampled, which corresponded to the spatial reso-
ution of 300 and 768 m, and the velocity VD was estimated
y the ACF method. For one realization of the wind veloc-
ty, we obtained 1849 estimates of VD for M =300 and 1537
stimates for M =512. The total number of lidar estimates
f the velocity obtained from one wind realization was
0241849 if M =300 and 10241537 if M =512. A total
f 960 realizations of the wind velocity were used.
The structure function Dˆ ar was estimated from the
arge array of VD data with variation of the number of shots
rom 600 to 18,000. For the pulse repetition frequency of
ig. 15 Family of normalized structure functions calculated for dif-
erent values of the integral scale LV; M=512.0 Hz, this corresponded to the averaging time T from 1 to
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Banakh and Werner: Computer simulation of coherent Doppler lidar …30 min. Then, the estimates Lˆ V , ˆV
2
, and ˆ were determined
by the algorithm of Eqs. 56–58 and 16. From compari-
son of the estimates Lˆ V , ˆV
2
, and ˆ with the values of these
parameters specified in simulation of the turbulent wind
field, the dependences of the relative errors in estimation of
the turbulent parameters on the averaging time T were cal-
culated. The results are presented in Fig. 16. We can see
from the figure that for the SNR2, the relative error of
retrieval of the parameters V
2 and  from the lidar data lies
in the range 50% already for the 5-min averaging, which
is quite acceptable for geophysical measurements. The situ-
ation with the integral correlation scale of the wind velocity
is worse. In this case, the relative error corresponding to the
5-min averaging is 70 to 80% and decreases very slowly
with the increasing averaging time.
5 Conclusions
We described algorithms for simulating the operation of
CDLs employing cw and pulsed laser sources along with
the methods for estimation of the mean wind and the pa-
rameters of small-scale wind turbulence from the radial ve-
locity measured with CDL. The lidar measurement of the
wind velocity in the turbulent atmosphere was simulated
Fig. 16 Relative errors in measurement of the turbulence param-
eters; M=200 and spatial resolution is 300 m.numerically and the errors of estimation of the turbulent
Optical Engineering 071205-1arameters and retrieval of the vertical profiles of the speed
nd direction of the mean wind from the model lidar data
ere calculated.
The combination of the algorithms presented in this pa-
er, the methods of computer simulation, and the corre-
ponding LabView programs essentially form the virtual
nstrument emulating the CDL operation and enabling effi-
ient, statistically justified planning of experiments on mea-
urement of the parameters of the turbulent wind field in
he atmosphere.
cknowledgments
he support from the Russian Foundation for Basic Re-
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